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Introduction

1. In the foreword to the November 2000 Urban White Paper, Our Towns and Cities: the Future, the
Deputy Prime Minister commented as follows:

‘‘Britain has some of the best towns and cities in the world, containing famous historical
and cultural centres, dynamic commercial areas, pleasant suburbs and leading seats of learning
and research. But in the twenty years since the last Urban White Paper, many of our towns
and cities have suffered from neglect, poor management, inadequate public services, lack of
investment and a culture of short-termism.’’

2. Urban regeneration schemes are intended to ‘‘improve’’ exactly those parts of our town and cities
that have suffered such neglect and resulting decline. Comprehensive redevelopment is often seen
as a way of sweeping away the old and outmoded, and imposing some new planning solution on
an area. Within areas earmarked for regeneration, retail frontages are often secondary or tertiary,
industrial areas old and run down, and offices unsuitable for current commercial requirements. The
focus of attention for a local planning authority, and indeed any preferred development partner, can
often be on the benefits of the new scheme for the locality and not on the existing businesses that
trade there. Where necessary, compulsory purchase will be promoted in the wider ‘‘public interest’’,
but not typically in the interest of the existing landowners. In such circumstances there may be a
tendency for acquiring authorities to underestimate the consequences of compulsory purchase, both
financial and otherwise, on existing businesses. That is dangerous.

3. Businesses in secondary or tertiary locations often trade well; but they face challenges. The effects
on existing local businesses of an emerging town centre redevelopment scheme can be slow and,
in many cases, insidious. Business confidence for such undertakings can be fragile, making them
particularly vulnerable to the ‘‘shadow’’ of a scheme. The damage to business confidence may start
with nothing more than a newspaper report of some bold new redevelopment. It may be obvious,
however, to such businesses that there will be no place for them in the new scheme. This can have
an effect on their, or their landlord’s, willingness to invest in the premises; business expansion or
development may be deferred; trading partners may be wary of relying on a business that could be
forced to move away or, indeed, close; and clients may simply decide to go elsewhere.

* 2 Harcourt Buildings, Temple, London, EC4.
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4. For the business facing compulsory purchase, and indeed for the compensating authority, the
following issues will typically arise:

a When and how should I relocate, and what happens if I can’t?
b Can I claim for adaptation costs at new premises?
c How do I claim for any temporary loss of profits whilst my business was adversely affected

by the ‘‘shadow’’ of the scheme or whilst I re-establish the business at new premises?
d If I have to close down, will I be compensated for the goodwill built up over many years at

the premises?

5. This paper focuses on these and similar questions, which can pose significant compensation
uncertainties, and therefore risks, for both claimants and acquiring authorities alike. First, however,
a little history and then a few fundamental principles.

A little history

6. During the Nineteenth Century a long series of decisions established the principles on which
compensation was to be paid for the compulsory purchase of land. The broad principle was that
‘‘the price should be fixed on the basis of the value to the owner and this involved taking into
consideration a number of matters . . . But one element which the jury was entitled to take into
consideration was the damage suffered by the owner from disturbance, for example of his business.’’1

It was recognised that loss incurred due to the compulsory purchase should be taken into the
reckoning of the ‘‘fair price of the land’’2.

7. The Nineteenth Century cases were, however, ‘‘extremely favourable to the landowner’’3 and a
practice grew up of increasing the compensation to reflect the compulsory nature of the acquisition.
That led to the introduction, in 19194, of the six rules of compensation, which largely survive today
in s.5 of the Land Compensation Act 19615. The two rules of relevance are:

Rule (2)

‘‘The value of land shall, subject as hereinafter provided, be taken to be the amount which the
land if sold in the open market by a willing seller might be expected to realise’’

and

Rule (6)

‘‘The provisions of rule (2) shall not affect the assessment of compensation for disturbance or
any other matter not directly based on the value of land’’.

8. It can be seen that r.(6) ‘‘does not confer a right to claim compensation for disturbance. It merely
leaves unaffected the right which the owner would before the Act of 1919 have had in a proper case

1 Horn v Sunderland Corporation [1941] 2 K.B. 26 at 32 summarising the old case law.
2 Horn v Sunderland Corporation [1941] 2 K.B. 26 at 45.
3 Horn v Sunderland Corporation [1941] 2 K.B. 26 at 32.
4 Acquisition of Land (Assessment of Compensation) Act 1919, s.2.
5 See comments of Scott L.J. in Horn v Sunderland Corporation [1941] 2 K.B. 26 at 40.
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to claim that the compensation to be paid for the land should be increased on the ground that he
had been disturbed.’’6

9. The rule does, however, make it clear that the effect of r.(2) is not to reverse the ‘‘value to
the owner’’ concept. In other words, just because there is a willing seller does not mean that the
seller can be taken to have moved out voluntarily and have foregone any claim for disturbance. To
understand the scope of ‘disturbance’ compensation, however, r.(6) assists not one jot and it is still
necessary to examine the case law.

A few fundamental principles

10. The fundamental principles of ‘‘disturbance’’ compensation, as we now know them, have very
largely been shaped by three leading cases being: Horn v Sunderland Corporation7; Harvey v Crawley
Development Corporation8 and Director of Building and Lands v Shun Fung Ironworks Ltd9. These principles
can be considered under the following headings:

a Value to the owner;
b Estate or interest in land;
c Occupation;
d Equivalence;
e Causal connection;
f Remoteness;
g Reasonable behaviour and mitigation of loss;
h Value for money;
i Consistency;
j The valuation date; and
k Post-valuation date facts.

Value to the owner

11. As Sir Wilfred Greene M.R. said in Horn v Sunderland back in 1941:

‘‘It is a mistake to construe rr. 2 and 6 as though they conferred two separate and independent
rights, one to receive the market value of the land and the other to receive compensation for
disturbance.’’10

12. The correct position is that compensation is paid for the value of the land; but the value of the
land is the ‘‘value to the owner’’. This was restated in Shun Fung as follows:

‘‘Land may, of course, have a special value to the claimant over and above the price it would
fetch if sold in the open market. Fair compensation requires that he should be paid for the
value of the land to him, not its value generally or its value to the acquiring authority. . . . If he
is using the land to carry on a business, the value of the land to him will include the value of

6 Horn v Sunderland Corporation [1941] 2 K.B. 26 at 34.
7 [1941] 2 K.B. 26.
8 [1957] 1 Q.B. 485.
9 [1995] 2 A.C. 111 (Privy Council).
10 p.35.
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his being able to conduct his business there without disturbance. Compensation should cover
this disturbance loss as well as the market value of the land itself. . . .In practice it is customary and
convenient to assess the value of the land and the disturbance separately, but strictly in law these are no
more than two inseparable elements of a single whole in that they make up the value of the land to the
owner . . .’’11 (emphasis added)

13. The value of the land to the owner principle should thus be recognised as central to the assessment
of disturbance compensation.

Estate or interest in land

14. From ‘‘value to the owner’’ can be derived a further principle, that in order to claim disturbance
compensation an estate or interest in the land must have been acquired from the claimant. This
follows necessarily from the proposition that, whilst in practice it is customary and convenient to
assess the value of the land and the disturbance separately, strictly in law they are two inseparable
elements of a single whole in that they make up the value of the land to the owner12.

15. It needs to be recognised, however, particularly in the context of business disturbance, that land
can often be held in fairly complicated corporate structures. This can create problems where the
landowner may be one company, but the dispossessed occupier a wholly owned subsidiary. In proper
circumstances, however, the Lands Tribunal is prepared to ‘‘lift the corporate veil’’, both in respect
of the value of the land and also disturbance13, in order to achieve fairness.

Occupation

16. Compensation for ‘‘disturbance’’, properly so called, arises from a claimant’s loss of occupation of
the land. A claimant seeking compensation for disturbance would normally have to be in occupation
of the land at the time possession is taken by the acquiring authority unless, acting reasonably in
mitigation of his loss, he had relocated at an earlier date.

17. Where a person has an interest in land which is compulsorily acquired, but does not occupy
it, an alternative statutory right exists to claim the incidental cost of acquiring other land14. It also
needs to be borne in mind, however, that Rule (6) relates not just to the assessment of compensation
for ‘‘disturbance’’, but also for ‘‘any other matter not directly based on the value of land’’. Thus
in Wrexham Maelor BC v MacDougall15 the claimant (MacDougall) had a leasehold interest in the
land compulsorily acquired, where he carried out an insurance business through a company (Crest)
in which he, and his wife, held all the shares. The company, which was also a claimant, was the
occupier of the premises and was extinguished as a result of the dispossession. Mr MacDougall had
a valuable service contract with the company, which terminated as a result of the extinguishment
of the business. The Court of Appeal held that he was entitled to claim for the loss of the service
contract as an ‘‘other matter not directly based on the value of the land’’. On the same basis, in Ryde
International v London Transport Executive16 the Lands Tribunal held that a property developer who

11 p.125. See also Hughes v Doncaster MBC [1991] 1 A.C. 382 at 392.
12 s.37 of the Land Compensation Act 1973 does provide a statutory exception to this rule whereby an occupant without a compensatable

interest in the land acquired may, in certain circumstances, be able to claim for disturbance.
13 See, for example, DHN Ltd v Tower Hamlets LBC (1976) 32 P. & C.R. 240 and, more recently, Roberts v Ashford BC ACQ/100/2004.
14 See s.10A of the Land Compensation Act 1961.
15 (1993) 69 P. & C.R. 109. See also Dublin Corporation v Underwood [1997] 1 I.R. 117 an Irish decision on reinvestment costs.
16 [2001] R.V.R. 59—NB this LT decision went to the Court of Appeal on other issues [2004] R.V.R. 60.
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had suffered delay in disposing of his properties as a result of the compulsory acquisition was, in
principle, entitled to recover under r.(6).

18. In formulating, or defending, a r.(6) claim it is important therefore to bear in mind the distinction
between the two parts of the rule.

Equivalence

19. The rationale underlying compulsory purchase compensation is that a person who has had some
interest in land taken from him should be put back in the same financial position as he would have
been in if the land had not been taken. That proposition was restated by Lord Nicholls in Shun
Fung17:

‘‘The purpose . . . is to provide fair compensation for a claimant whose lands have been
compulsorily taken from him. This is sometimes described as the principle of equivalence . . . a
claimant is entitled to be compensated fairly and fully for his loss. Conversely, and built into
the concept of fair compensation, is the corollary that a claimant is not entitled to receive more
than fair compensation: a person is entitled to compensation for losses fairly attributable to the
taking of his land, but not to any greater amount. It is ultimately by this touchstone, with its
two facets, that all claims for compensation succeed or fail.’’ (emphasis added)

20. The concept of ‘‘fair compensation’’ is an easy one to state, but rather more difficult to identify
in practice. Indeed, as Lord Nicholls said in Shun Fung, it positively ‘‘bristles with problems’’18.

21. It was in this context, however, that Lord Nicholls set out his ‘‘three conditions’’ which must be
satisfied for there to be ‘‘fair and adequate compensation’’. These are:

a Causal connection;
b Remoteness; and
c Reasonable behaviour.

22. It needs to be recognised, however, that these legal concepts are themselves difficult to define in
practice.

Causal connection

23. In Harvey v Crawley Romer L.J. made it clear that any loss sustained by a dispossessed owner may
properly be regarded as the subject of compensation for disturbance provided that it is ‘‘the natural
and reasonable consequence of the dispossession of the owner.’’19

24. It is also important to note that the dispossession itself must be the consequence of the compulsory
acquisition and not some entirely separate matter. So where, for example, a building society took
possession of a house under a court order following arrears of mortgage repayments, the Lands
Tribunal held that the landowner had not been dispossessed by the compulsory purchase20.

17 Director of Building and Lands v Shun Fung Ironworks Ltd [1995] 2 A.C. 111 (Privy Council).
18 p.126.
19 [1957] 1 Q.B. 485 at 494.
20 (1985) 50 P. & C.R. 184.
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25. For many years ‘‘natural and reasonable consequence of the dispossession’’ was understood to
mean that only losses incurred after the date of a notice to treat could be claimed21. How else could
the losses be a ‘‘consequence’’ of the dispossession? The problem with this approach, however, was
that it placed claimants in an appalling dilemma, particularly where they had an opportunity to
mitigate their future loss by taking some action or incurring some expense.

26. In the early 1980s this line of reasoning was abandoned in Scotland22 and this was followed
shortly afterwards by the decision of the Court of Appeal in England. In Prasad v Wolverhampton
BC23 the Court held that losses incurred after the making of the compulsory purchase order, but
before any notice to treat had been served, could still be ‘caused’ by the dispossession. This extension
of the concept of causation was further considered by Lord Nicholls in Shun Fung where some of
the losses had been incurred following a letter from the Hong Kong authorities but well before the
making of formal order. Lord Nicholls said24 that;

‘‘This claim raises the question whether a loss occurring before [dispossession] can be regarded,
for compensation purposes, as a loss caused by the [dispossession]. At first sight the question
seems to admit of only one answer. Cause must precede effect . . .’’

Having identified that the Crown’s contention that no losses incurred prior to the taking of possession
were recoverable would be ‘‘highly artificial’’ and ‘‘not a proper basis for assessing compensation’’,
he continued:

‘‘So where can the boundary be drawn sensibly? If the line contended by the Crown is
rejected, as it must be for the reasons already spelt out, there is no sensible stopping place short
of recognising that losses incurred in anticipation of [dispossession] and because of the threat which
[dispossession] presented are to be regarded as losses caused by the [dispossession]. This involves
giving the concept of causal connection an extended meaning, enough to embrace all such
losses.’’

27. So the current position is that losses reasonably incurred in anticipation of dispossession, and
because of the threat of future dispossession, are properly regarded as caused by the dispossession;
even in extremis if they occur before the confirmation of the compulsory purchase order itself.

Remoteness

28. The concept of remoteness is also fraught with difficulty. The Law Commission toyed with the
idea of the word ‘‘direct’’, rather than ‘‘remote’’, but ultimately rejected it as not adding anything
useful25. In Shun Fung Lord Nicholls also recognised the difficulty, as follows:

‘‘The adverse consequences to a claimant whose land is taken may extend outwards and
onwards a very long way, but in fairness does not require that the acquiring authority shall be
responsible ad infinitum. There is a need to distinguish between adverse consequences which
trigger a claim for compensation and those which do not. . . .

21 See, for example, Bostock, Chater & Sons Ltd v Chelmsford Corporation (1973) 26 P. & C.R. 321.
22 Smith v Strathclyde RC (1980) 42 P. & C.R. 397 and Aberdeen City DC v Sim (1982) 264 E.G. 621.
23 [1983] Ch 333.
24 pp.135 and 137.
25 Law Comm (Consultative) Report 165, para.4.56.
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The familiar and perennial difficulty lies in attempting to formulate clear and practical
guidance on the criteria by which remoteness is to be judged in the infinitely different sets of
circumstances which arise.’’26

29. Fortunately for Lord Nicholls, unfortunately for the law, the issue of remoteness did not arise
in Shun Fung and so he was able to comment simply that ‘‘Suffice it to say as a matter of general
principle, to qualify for compensation the loss must not be too remote’’.

Reasonable behaviour and mitigation of loss

30. The third of Lord Nicholls’ ‘‘conditions’’ brings us to slightly more familiar territory, although
here again the concept of ‘‘reasonable behaviour’’ is not without difficulties. The principle itself is
explained by Lord Nicholls in these terms:

‘‘The law expects those who claim recompense to behave reasonably. If a reasonable person
in the position of the claimant would have taken steps to eliminate or reduce the loss, and
the claimant failed to do so, he cannot fairly expect to be compensated for the loss or the
unreasonable part of it. Likewise if a reasonable person in the position of the claimant would
not have incurred, or would not incur, the expenditure being claimed, fairness does not require
that the authority should be responsible for such expenditure. Expressed in other words, losses or
expenditure incurred unreasonably cannot sensibly be said to be caused by, or be the consequence of, or be
due to the [dispossession].’’27

It needs to be recognised that reasonable behaviour is, ultimately, an objective test and so open to
scrutiny by the courts. Not that that makes the text any easier to apply in practice.

31. As can be seen from the passage above, a reasonable claimant will seek to ‘mitigate his loss’ and,
indeed, failure to do so could be unreasonable. Mitigation of loss is, of course, a familiar concept
in the law of compulsory purchase compensation and in Lindon Print Ltd v West Midlands CC28 the
Lands Tribunal drew attention to the following legal propositions derived from Ch.7 of MacGregor
on Damages (amended for the context of compulsory purchase):

a A claimant must take all reasonable steps to mitigate the loss to him consequent upon the
eviction and cannot recover compensation for any such loss which he could thus have
avoided but has failed, through unreasonable action or inaction, to avoid. Put shortly, a
claimant cannot recover for avoidable loss.

b The onus is on the acquiring authority to prove that the claimant has failed reasonably to
mitigate his loss.

c A claimant is only required to act reasonably and the standard of reasonableness is not high.
d A claimant will not be prejudiced by his financial inability to take steps in mitigation.

32. It is probably fair to say that these propositions are as helpful a guide as exists to the standard of
behaviour to be expected from a claimant seeking to act reasonably in mitigating his loss.

26 p.126.
27 p.126.
28 [1987] 2 E.G.L.R. 200 LT at 205.
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Value for money

33. There is a rebuttable presumption in compulsory purchase compensation law that the price paid
for alternative premises will represent ‘‘value for money’’. The principle was shortly stated by Bridge
L.J. in Service Welding Ltd v Tyne and Wear CC29 as follows:

‘‘. . . there is a presumption in law, albeit a rebuttable presumption, that the purchase price
paid for the new premises is something for which the claimant has received value for money.
If he has made a good bargain and acquired premises which have a value in excess of what he
paid for them, that is not something for which the acquiring authority is entitled to any credit.
If the claimant has made a bad bargain and has paid a great deal more for the new premises to
which he is moving than they are really worth, that is not something for which the acquiring
authority can properly be charged.’’

34. As stated, however, the presumption is rebuttable and that is particularly important in relation to
adaptation costs in respect of new relocation premises, considered later in this paper.

Consistency

35. Any claim for disturbance compensation must be consistent with other parts of the claimant’s
claim. Thus if land is being valued for redevelopment purposes, rather than at its existing use value,
it would be inconsistent to claim for business disturbance as the business would have to relocate in
any event30.

The valuation date

36. Whilst the valuation date for r.(2) compensation (value of the land) has long been established as
the date of entry onto the land or the date of assessment, whichever is the later31, the position in
relation to disturbance compensation has been rather less clear cut.

37. This issue was considered, however, in the recent Lands Tribunal decision in Optical Express v
Birmingham CC32 where the Tribunal held inter alia as follows:

‘‘In my judgment [compensation for disturbance] should be assessed at the same date as the
rule (2) value. Where the whole of a landholding is taken there is only one subject for
compensation, the value of the land to the owner (see section 7 of the Compulsory Purchase
Act 1965 and Shun Fung at 125E cited above). Value to the owner includes disturbance.’’

38. Interestingly, the Tribunal also explained the rationale for allowing compensation for ‘‘actual’’
costs or expenses that arise after the date of dispossession:

‘‘Strictly speaking those items of future expenditure or loss should be discounted back to the
possession date. In practice, in my experience, discounting is ignored where the expenditure
or loss occurs a short time after possession and/or the amounts involved are small. This is

29 [1979] 1 E.G.L.R. 36 at 37/38.
30 Horn v Sunderland Corporation [1941] 2 K.B. 26.
31 Birmingham Corp v West Midland Baptist Trust Assn [1970] AC 874 and, see also now, the new s.5A of the Land Compensation Act 1961.
32 ACQ/109/2002 (April 11, 2005—unreported).
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particularly the case with actual expenditure rather than estimated loss. It would be pedantic
(and time-consuming) to discount every small item of claim for a few months back to the date
of dispossession. Nevertheless, strictly it is correct to do so and the practice of accepting the
actual figure of expenditure or the actual assessment of loss as the measure of compensatable
loss should not alter the assessment date for a loss, such as the ability to obtain future profits,
where the amounts are large and there is a lengthy interval between dispossession and estimated
loss.’’

39. This passage makes it clear that items of actual expenditure incurred after dispossession should
be ‘‘discounted back’’ to the valuation date, from which date statutory interest will be paid on
compensation agreed or awarded. What is not clear is what should happen in respect of items of
actual expenditure reasonably incurred before dispossession. Should they be ‘‘inflated’’ to reflect higher
costs at a later valuation date? Logic would suggest that they should, to reflect the fact that, whilst the
claimant will have been deprived of the use of the money expended, the compensation awarded will
not carry interest during the period from the date of expenditure until the valuation date. ‘‘Inflating’’
the actual expenditure figure to reflect costs at the valuation date corrects that omission.

Post-valuation date facts

40. Facts occurring after the valuation date are, in general, admissible in relation to the assessment
of a claim for disturbance33. This is often referred to as the Bwllfa principle34 after the case of that
name in which Lord MacNaughten asked, rhetorically ‘‘Why should [the decision maker] listen to
conjecture on a matter which has become accomplished fact? Why should he guess when he can
calculate? With the light before him, why should he shut his eyes and grope in the dark?’’

41. The Bwllfa principle is of particular assistance when assessing temporary loss of profits or, indeed,
loss of goodwill. There is surely little point in estimating how the profits of a business will have
been affected by relocation, if the actual figures are available. In London CC v Tobin35, for example,
the Lands Tribunal assessed loss of goodwill in consequence of relocation following compulsory
purchase by comparing the capital value of the business at the old premises with the value at the new
premises. The Court of Appeal upheld this approach36. The Lands Tribunal will routinely look at
post-valuation date facts when assessing r.(6) compensation.

Principles into practice: some problems

42. As stated at the outset of this paper, business disturbance can pose significant uncertainties, and
therefore risks, for both claimants and acquiring authorities. Identifying and managing those risks is,
therefore, of the utmost importance. What follows in a discussion of some of the practical issues that
arise.

Relocation or total extinguishment

43. Relocation or total extinguishment is usually the single biggest issue facing the business to
be dispossessed. Most businesses will wish to continue trading and with the minimum disruption

33 cf the position in relation to the open market value of the land under r.(2) in respect of which the new s.5A(2) of the Land Compensation
Act 1961 states that ‘‘No adjustment is to be made to the valuation in respect of anything which happens after the relevant valuation date.’’.

34 Bwllfa and Merthyr Dare Steam Collieries Ltd v Pontypridd Waterworks Company [1903] A.C. 426.
35 (1959) 10 P. & C.R. 79.
36 See also cases such as Festiniog Railway Company v Central Electricity Generating Board [1971] R.V.R. 582 in the LT and Reed Employment

Ltd v London Transport Executive [1978] R.V.R. 53.
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possible; however this may not be possible and many businesses are forced to close down. The issues
are stark; the consequences of getting it wrong, severe.

44. In Shun Fung Lord Nicholls identified37 three principal questions that arise on relocation claims,
as follows:

a Can the business be relocated, or has it effectively been extinguished?
b Does the claimant intend to relocate?
c Would a reasonable businessman relocate the business?

Can the business be relocated, or has it effectively been extinguished?

45. In relation to the first of these Lord Nicholls recognised that most businesses are capable of being
relocated, but that ‘‘exceptionally’’ this may not be practicable, in which case, compensation will
have to be assessed on the extinguishment basis.

46. In relation to this question of whether ‘‘exceptionally’’ compensation is to be assessed on the
extinguishment basis, two questions typically arise:

a Has the business in fact been extinguished; and
b Was that extinguishment reasonable?

The first of these questions will be considered now, the second in relation to the ‘reasonable
businessman’ test below.

47. As was recognised in Shun Fung, a business has several attributes. These include the goods or
services it supplies, its management and staff, its suppliers, its customers, its location, its reputation
and its name. When a business closes down in one location and opens up in another there is usually
little difficulty in knowing whether it is the same business that has simply relocated. This is not
always the case however. Consider the following (purely hypothetical) facts.

48. The claimant is a small central heating maintenance company, John Doe Heating Maintenance
Limited. The directors include John Doe and three other members of the Doe family. The company
is the freehold owner of, and trades from, location X which is to be compulsorily acquired for the
purposes of a large urban regeneration project. The company claims that it cannot find alternative
premises in the time available after notice of entry is served and it ceases trading. Six month later
a new company, John Doe Central Heating Limited, with John Doe and one other of the same
directors, starts trading from location Y, two miles away. It has purchased, at forced sale prices,
many of the vehicles and much of the stock previously owned by John Doe Heating Maintenance
Limited. This company installs central heating systems and does some limited maintenance work.
Is this the same business? Would it make any difference if John Doe Central Heating Limited only
started trading (say) five years after John Doe Heating Maintenance Limited had closed down, or
started trading from a new site 50 miles away? Probably.

49. To these important questions there is often no easy answer. The approach, however, was set out
by Lord Nicholls is the following passage:

37 p.128.
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‘‘In each case it is a question of fact and degree whether the new business has retained sufficient
attributes of the old business for the new business sensibly to be regarded as the old business at
a new site or, which comes to the same, as a continuation of the old business at a new site.’’
(emphasis added)

50. These are difficult decisions for acquiring authorities who, not unsurprisingly, will not wish
to pay total extinguishment compensation for a business which has merely changed appearance
whilst continuing to trade from other premises. In considering whether a new business has retained
sufficient ‘‘attributes’’ of the old business to amount to a continuation of that business, the following
are probably the most important factors:

a The identity of those controlling the business (i.e. are there partners; directors; shareholders;
etc in common);

b The nature of the business (i.e. the goods or services supplied);
c The assets and stock held by the business (i.e. were assets etc transferred from one business

to the other); and
d The name of the business (i.e. is there any attempt to retain goodwill).

51. At the end of the day these are clearly matter of fact and degree. It will certainly be in the interests
of an acquiring authority, however, to have a clear understanding of the ‘‘attributes’’, as described
above, of any business claiming total extinguishment and to understand what those controlling the
business do following extinguishment.

Does the claimant intend to relocate?

52. In many cases, by the time compensation comes to be assessed, this question will have become
academic; the business may already have relocated. This is not always the case however and, clearly,
if there is to be equivalence (i.e. compensation for losses fairly attributable to the taking of the land,
but not any greater amount) there should be a genuine intention to relocate such that those costs
will in fact be incurred.

53. The problem that most frequently arises is where the business states an intention to relocate, but
claims that it has been unable to fund the move until it has received adequate compensation. It is
now well settled that a claimant who does not have the financial ability to fund relocation will not,
for that reason, lack a genuine intention to relocate38.

54. A further aspect of this problem is worthy of note. The ability to fund relocation may not
be a problem, in practical terms, where the total compensation claimed is similar to the acquiring
authority’s own assessment. In these circumstances, a 90 per cent advanced payment will often
provide sufficient funds to finance the claimant’s move. Where there is great disparity in valuations,
however, a claimant will often argue that 90 per cent of the acquiring authority’s assessment is
just not sufficient to fund a move and, if possession is taken, the business will be forced to cease
trading. This poses a real dilemma for an acquiring authority. Such an authority will need to be very
confident of its initial valuation in answer to the claim if that only results in an advanced payment
which allows the claimant to argue for total extinguishment, although it would still be open to the

38 Lord Nicholls at p.130.
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acquiring authority to argue that extinguishment was not reasonable in all the circumstances and that
compensation should be assessed on the basis of a ‘‘hypothetical relocation’’; of which more later.

Would a reasonable businessman relocate the business?

55. This is perhaps the most important of Lord Nicholls’s three ‘‘principal questions’’ for relocation
claims. Simply stated the test is whether a reasonable businessman, having adequate funds of his own
to relocate, would expend those funds to relocate the business.

56. Timing is important. Clearly if an acquiring authority has pressed ahead hard following
confirmation of a compulsory purchase order and has sought early entry onto the land, a reasonable
claimant may have insufficient time to relocate forcing the closure of the business. The consequences
for the authority may be a claim for total extinguishment of the business and, very often, increased
compensation which might otherwise have been avoided. On the other hand, the claimant needs
to beware of mitigating his loss too early in case his actions break any causal connection with the
anticipated dispossession or are considered unreasonable. Mitigation of loss in the shadow of a scheme
that is later abandoned may give no opportunity for a claim39.

57. It will usually be greatly in the interests of an acquiring authority to assist a landowner with
relocation. Alternative sites might be identified and sufficient time allowed to permit an orderly
relocation. Acquiring authorities would be well advised, in any event, to keep detailed notes of
alternative premises available in the market at and before the valuation date. Claimants too would
be well advised to search the market diligently and record carefully the reasons for rejecting any
apparently suitable premises.

58. As suggested above, it is usually the case that the expenses and losses incurred when a business
is moved are less than the value of the entire business as a going concern. Compensation payable
on a relocation basis will normally be less than compensation payable on an extinguishment basis.
This will not always be the case however. A business may have been set up at some considerable
expense but have had little time to establish itself and so have little or no profit record. The value
of the business as a going concern may, therefore, be modest. The costs of relocating it, however,
could be high. In such circumstances, a reasonable businessman, expending his own money, might
well consider it worthwhile incurring expenditure to fit out new premises and continue the business
there. As Lord Nicholls put it:

‘‘Fairness requires that in such a case the claimant should be entitled, in respect of the
disturbance of his business, to his reasonable costs incurred in the removal of his business and
in selling up again at the new property. Otherwise he would not be properly compensated for
his loss; he would not be placed in a financially equivalent position.’’

59. It would be different, however, if no reasonable businessman, forced to quit, would incur the
cost of moving the business and setting it up elsewhere. In those circumstances a claimant would
not be entitled to compensation for relocation because such costs would have been unreasonably
incurred. In Shun Fung Lord Nicholls made it clear that, where the cost of moving to new premises
would exceed the present value of the business, that was not in itself an absolute bar to the assessment
of compensation on the relocation basis40. It would all depend on how the reasonable businessman

39 Unless, possibly, the landowner could serve a blight notice and force compulsory purchase.
40 p.127.
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using his own money would behave in the circumstances. The greater the disparity between the size
of the relocation claim and the value of the business the more closely would the claim be scrutinised
because the less likely it would be that a reasonable businessman would relocate. As Lord Nicholls,
rather succinctly, put it41:

‘‘Compensation is not intended to provide a means whereby a dispossessed owner can finance
a business venture which, were he using his own money, he would not countenance.’’

60. Acquiring authorities do need to be aware, however, that the Lands Tribunal will allow itself
a ‘‘moderate degree of latitude’’ in approving as reasonable the relocation of a family business42.
The Tribunal will not, therefore, require a small family run business to react to the prospect of
dispossession with quite the same dispassionate business acumen that might be expected from a
typical commercial undertaking. A small family run business may actually be a way of life to those
involved in it and, within reasonable bounds, the Tribunal will respect that fact when it comes to
consider the issue of relocation43.

61. But what if a business ceases trading when the reasonable businessman would have relocated?
This can lead to injustice for an acquiring authority where the compensation for total extinguishment
exceeds that for relocation. In these circumstances, the Lands Tribunal has been prepared to value on
a ‘‘hypothetical relocation’’ basis. In other words, it will award in compensation the ‘hypothetical’
reasonable costs of relocating the business, even though the business has in fact ceased to trade. This
approach was first adopted in the 1999 Lands Tribunal decision in Lamba Trading Company Ltd v
City of Salford44. In that case the claimant argued that it could not relocate due to the unavailability
of suitable alternative premises and the dilatory way in which the acquiring authority had proceeded
with the acquisition. The authority alleged that there had been ample opportunity to relocate. The
Tribunal reviewed the three ‘‘principal question’’ for relocation set out by Lord Nicholls and, despite
finding that the claimant business had in fact extinguished, held that:

‘‘In this reference, the business was capable of being relocated, the claimant has shown in
evidence that it did intend to relocate, and I find that a reasonable businessman would have
done so. I do not accept the claimant’s assertions that the business had to be extinguished due
to the inability to find suitable alternative sites or premises . . . and therefore I conclude that
compensation should be assessed upon a hypothetical relocation basis.’’

62. In the 2004 decision in Kwik Save Stores Ltd v Stockton on Tees BC45 the same issue arose and the
Lands Tribunal held that the claimant had not ‘‘mitigated its loss’’ by accepting alternative premises,
that the extinguishment of the business was unreasonable, and that compensation should therefore
be based on, what was called, a ‘‘notional relocation’’.

63. In the 2001 decision in Prielipp and Kennerly v The Secretary of State for Environment, Transport
and the Regions46 the Tribunal awarded compensation on the basis of a ‘‘hypothetical relocation’’

41 p.127.
42 See Shun Fung at p.127 and Commissioner of Highways v Shipp Bros (1978) 19 S.A.S.R. 215 at 222.
43 See, for example, comment of Tribunal in Prielipp & Kennerly v The Secretary of State for Environment, Transport and the Regions ACQ/127/1999

at para.237.
44 ACQ/78/1998.
45 ACQ/132/2002.
46 ACQ/127/1999.
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in circumstances where the claimants had continued trading from another site, but were claiming
compensation on the basis of Rule (5) ‘‘equivalent reinstatement’’ elsewhere.

64. The clear message from all of these decisions is that claimants need to consider very carefully
whether they are reasonably able to relocate before claiming on any other basis. The Tribunal will,
where appropriate, apply the reasonable businessman test with some rigour.

The costs of removal and adaptation

65. Subject to the three tests of causation, remoteness and reasonable behaviour, a claimant which
incurs expenses on being forced to move premises will be able to recover compensation for that loss.
Such removal expenses may, for example, include:

a the costs of any search for new premises;
b losses on the forced sale of stock;
c redundancy payments
d costs of removal of equipment, such as plant or machinery;
e bridging loan interest payments in respect of any period where it is necessary for the new

premises to be held at the same time as the original premises47;
f new stationary;
g notification of customers; and
h legal and other professional fees.

66. In addition, there may be adaptation costs in respect of the new premises. As noted earlier,
there is a general presumption that any expenditure on adapting new premises will represent ‘‘value
for money’’, that is, that the extra cost will be reflected in improvements to the property. The
presumption is, however, rebuttable as was made clear by Bridge L.J. in Service Welding Ltd v Tyne
and Wear CC48:

‘‘As [counsel], for the appellant acquiring authority, illustrated to us, this presumption is, of
course, rebuttable. There may be circumstances in which, for example, the displaced claimant,
in order to render the new premises which he acquires suitable for his own purposes, must
expend money on adapting them in a way which will not enhance their value. In those
circumstances, the costs of adaptation would properly be recoverable as part of his disturbance
compensation.’’

67. In Bibby & Sons Ltd v Merseyside CC49, for example, it was held that increased operating costs
at new premises might be claimed where it was shown that there was no reasonable alternative
to accepting the increased costs and that the claimants had derived no benefit from the increased
expenditure50.

68. Following a helpful review of the case law on this issue in Harris v Welsh Development Agency51,
the Lands Tribunal held that a claim for the costs of works to premises into which a claimant has
relocated his business must satisfy four tests, as follows:

47 The reasonableness of incurring such costs may depend on whether an early advanced payment had been sought and paid: see Harris v
Welsh Development Agency [1999] 3 E.G.L.R. 207.

48 [1979] 1 E.G.L.R. 36 at 37/38.
49 (1979) 39 P. & C.R. 53.
50 The claim in Bibby failed as the claimants were not able to satisfy this last requirement.
51 [1999] 3 E.G.L.R. 207.
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a The claimant must have acted reasonably to mitigate his loss by relocating to the alternative
premises. In respect of this test the burden is on the acquiring authority to show that the
claimant has not mitigated his loss.

b The expenditure claimed must have been the natural, direct and reasonable consequence of
the claimant’s dispossession from the land taken and must not be too remote. For this test
the burden of proof is on the claimant.

c There must be no double compensation, no breach of the principle of equivalence; the loss
claimed must not be included under another head of claim. The burden of proof is, once
again, on the claimant.

d The claimant must not have received value for money for his expenditure. It is for the
claimant to rebut the presumption in law that he has received value for money.

69. In relation to the last of these tests the Tribunal in Harris explained that value for money is not
necessarily linked to an increase in the value of the claimant’s interest in the new premises as per the
example given in Service Welding (above). The Member made it clear that ‘‘It does not automatically
follow that, if the value of that interest has not increased pound for pound with the expenditure
on works, then the claimant has not received value for money and has rebutted the presumption.
Value for money is not restricted to the value of an interest in land but should take into account all
surrounding circumstances.’’

70. Whilst it is not exactly clear what other ‘‘surrounding circumstances’’ might be particularly
relevant in rebutting the presumption of ‘value for money’, this passage does appear to give claimants
some latitude to make the argument.

Temporary loss of profits

71. A temporary loss of profits may arise in two alternative circumstances. First, there may be a
temporary loss of profits caused by the blighting effect of the scheme prior to dispossession and then
a further temporary loss of profits whilst the business re-establishes itself at a new site following
relocation. Secondly, in the case of a total extinguishment claim, there may also be a temporary loss
of profits prior to dispossession caused by the blighting effect of the scheme. Any loss of future profits
following total extinguishment is covered in the next section of this paper.

72. In each case the objective with compensation for temporary loss of profits is to put the claimant
back into the position he would have been in had there been no compulsory acquisition. This objec-
tive raises two issues, being (i) the identification and then disregard of the scheme in accordance with
the Pointe Gourde principle; and (ii) the causal connection between the dispossession, or the prospect
of dispossession, and the temporary loss of profits incurred. The relationship between the disregard of
the scheme and causal connection was explicitly recognised in Shun Fung in the following passage52:

‘‘A loss sustained post-scheme and pre-[dispossession] will not fail for lack of causal connection
by reason only that the loss arose before [dispossession], provided it arose in anticipation of
[dispossession] and because of the threat which [dispossession] presented. . . .

This conclusion should give no cause for surprise. A narrow justification for giving causal
connection an extended meaning in this context can be found in the reasoning underlying the
Pointe Gourde principle, applied to losses attributable to the scheme but which arise before

52 p.138.
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[dispossession]. But the rationale is more broad-based. . . . In everyday terms, loss caused by
the threat of an act which later eventuates would normally be regarded as loss caused by the
act just as much as loss incurred after the act has happened.

If the line is drawn in this way the result is fair and sensible. Had there been no scheme, the
losses in question would not have arisen. The result is coherent because it accords with the
established Pointe Gourde principle.’’

73. What then are the sorts of factors that might give rise to a temporary loss of profits:

a a drop-off in footfall past a shop caused by preliminary works for a scheme;
b the negative effect on shop sales of vacancies in adjoining units due to the scheme;
c the decision by an industrial business not to take on long-term orders which it might not be

able to fulfil due to impending dispossession;
d a fall-off in orders resulting from declining customer confidence in a business caused by the

publicity surrounding a scheme; and
e the need to re-establish a customer base following relocation of a business.

As can be seen, some of these examples relate to the effects of the scheme generally on the particular
business, whilst others relate to the prospects of, or actual, dispossession of the business itself. Both
categories are relevant in assessing the extent of any temporary loss of profits.

74. In relation to most claims for temporary loss of profits there is typically little dispute as to the
actual level of profits, or earnings, achieved by the business; the real dispute is nearly always about
whether there is any causal connection between loss of profit and (i) the effects of the scheme, and/or
(ii) dispossession or the prospect of dispossession. These are, ultimately, matters of fact for the Lands
Tribunal. The measure of loss, however, will be the difference in the level of profit which would
have been achieved had there been no compulsory purchase scheme and consequent dispossession,
and that actually achieved.

Loss of future profits

75. Compensation for loss of future profits derives from a recognition that, on total extinguishment,
a landowner is being deprived not only of the value of his land, but also the ability to conduct
his business from that land. It may also be possible to claim for a partial loss of future profits on
relocation, where the new premises represent an inferior trading location for the business which is
not reflected in the value of the land53.

76. The measure of compensation payable was described by Lord Evershed M.R. in W Rought Ltd v
West Suffolk CC54 as ‘‘. . . a sum so as to put, so far as money can do it, the owner in the same position
as if his land had not been taken from him’’. In Afzal v Rochdale MBC55 the Tribunal stated clearly
that an acquiring authority is not to pay the ‘market value’ of a claimant’s goodwill, as the measure
is always the ‘value to the claimant’, in other words ‘‘The loss suffered by an expropriated trader is
the ability to derive a future profit out of the premises from which he has been dispossessed.’’ In the
Afzal case the value to the owner was held to be more than double what the open market purchaser
would pay for the business.

53 London CC v Tobin (1959) 10 P. & C.R. 79.
54 [1955] 2 Q.B. 338 at 348.
55 [1980] 1 E.G.L.R. 157.
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77. The traditional approach to the assessment of loss of future profits, or goodwill, is to capitalise a
figure representing historic profits (adjusted for rental value or ‘‘profit rent’’, interest on capital, and
sometimes proprietor’s remuneration) by the application of a yield, or number of ‘‘years purchase’’. On
this methodology the profits figure is usually based on an average of the final full three years of trading
prior to extinguishment, adjusted to reflect any blighting effect of the scheme. An analysis of past Lands
Tribunal cases shows the multiplier (i.e. the ‘‘years purchase’’) used to fall typically in the range 2–556.

78. The traditional approach was, however, severely criticised in the 2004 Lands Tribunal decision in
Optical Express (Southern) Ltd v Birmingham CC57. In Optical Express the Lands Tribunal commented
as follows on its own ‘traditional’ approach:

‘‘The particular difficulty with this approach is the YP figure. There is a lack of market
evidence and the figure of YP is usually fixed by reference to settlements and decisions of the
Tribunal, which become self-perpetuating within a particular range without any guidance or
check from the market.’’

The traditional approach was, on this basis, entirely rejected.

79. In Optical Express both parties adopted an ‘‘earnings multiple’’ approach, familiar to accountants,
with the claimants favouring the use of a P/E (Price/Earnings) multiple and the acquiring authority
using an EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation) multiple. The
relevant witnesses agreed that, whilst each had a preference for a particular multiple, the other basis
was also valid. Counsel for the claimant submitted in argument that ‘‘. . . the decision of the Tribunal
will break new ground because the valuation of post-possession loss on either basis will reflect a way
of valuing businesses which, although familiar to accountants, has not been the subject of a decision
by the Lands Tribunal. The new basis will increase the level of awards.’’

80. In relation to the value of goodwill, or ‘‘capitalised future profits’’58, the Tribunal posed for itself
four questions, as follows:

a Which type of earnings multiple is to be used;
b What is the base figure (subject to adjustments) for the selected multiple type;
c What adjustment is to be made for the private company status of Optical Express; and
d What adjustment (if any) is to be made as a bid premium for control?

81. In relation to the first of these questions the Tribunal accepted that either method (P/E or
EBITDA) was valid for assessing the value of future profits, but came down in favour of EBITDA,
on the facts before it, because it had a wider comparable base and allowed for more accurate
comparison. The Tribunal considered that maintainable ‘‘earnings’’ before deduction of any interest,
tax, depreciation and amortisation, allowed a better comparison of total returns, thus eliminating
the effects of funding or taxation. The maintainable ‘‘earnings’’ figure for the 12 months prior to
entry was derived from an examination of the final three years turnover of the business, adjusted to
disregard the blighting effect of the scheme, to which were applied percentage reductions to reflect
gross profits and staff costs, and a further reduction to reflect property overheads and other charges.

82. In relation to the second question, above, the Tribunal reviewed the evidence and selected a
base multiple of 11.0. It is interesting to note that this EBITDA multiple was based on actual market

56 See, for example, Compulsory Purchase and Compensation, Barry Denyer-Green, pp.284/5.
57 ACQ/109/2002.
58 The Member of the Tribunal preferred this term, para.153.
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transactions in which broadly comparable businesses (i.e. opticians) had been bought and sold. This
is interesting because the application of an EBITDA multiple would appear to reflect a value of the
business in the market and not just a value to the owner. The words of Lord Nicholls in Shun Fung,
quoted earlier, were that ‘‘Fair compensation requires that he should be paid for the value of the
land to him, not its value generally or its value to the acquiring authority.’’ The answer may simply
be that the value to the owner would include not just the ability to continue a business to make a
profit, but also the ability to sell that business.

83. In answer to the third question (adjustments for private company status), the Tribunal adopted a
discount of 40 per cent, reducing the multiple to 6.6. This adjustment recognised that the EBITDA
comparables used were public company sales, whereas Optical Express was a private company.

84. The Tribunal also recognised, in answer to the fourth question, that there would have to be
a further adjustment for the ‘‘bid premium’’ which investors would pay in the real world to gain
control of a business, which it assessed at an uplift of 15 per cent. This gave a final EBITDA multiple
of 7.6. Again, this adjustment appears to reinforce the point made earlier that the EBITDA method
produces a market valuation of the business to be extinguished.

85. The Tribunal then applied this multiple to the adjusted branch earnings figure for the year to
31 March 2000, producing a figure of £594,320 from which it deducted the value of net assets
(£40,000) and the leasehold interest (£10,000) to give £544,320 net compensation for loss of future
profit (i.e. goodwill).

86. It seems no exaggeration to suggest that Optical Express has entirely changed the landscape for
the assessment of loss of future profits. The Tribunal was undoubtedly right to suggest that the
application of a YP multiplier had ‘‘become self-perpetuating within a particular range without any
guidance or check from the market’’, although it is not yet clear whether EBITDA or P/E ratios
will bring any more certainty.

87. Perhaps a final note of uncertainty needs to be entered here in relation to the value to the
owner principle. As can be seen from the above, both the traditional valuation approach and the
earnings based approaches (both EBITDA and P/E) are based on the actual trading performance of
the business to which a multiple is applied. If the business is well run its actual trading performance
may give a fair reflection of its value in the market (as in Afzal, above). If the business is poorly run,
however, that may not be the case. In the real world, the landowner has the ability to sell the business
to a potential purchaser in the open market who may see an opportunity to buy the land and the
assets of the business and make a greater profit than the existing landowner. Such a purchaser might,
therefore, place a somewhat higher value on the business than the actual profit stream might suggest.
Total extinguishment, however, deprives the landowner of the ability to sell the business as a going
concern and, therefore, deprives him of that enhanced value. It is not clear in which direction the
principle of equivalence points on this issue, but it is potentially an interesting one.

The Law Commission

88. In its Final Report59 the Law Commission made a number of recommendations in relation
to disturbance compensation. On the whole these do not radically change the scope of the law as
described above, although some recommendations need to be identified.

59 Towards a Compulsory Purchase Code: (1) Compensation—Law Com. No.286.
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89. The Commission recommends that the word ‘disturbance’ be discarded as ‘‘misleading’’ and
that the new head of claim be entitled ‘Consequential Loss’. It further recommends that this head
of claim be limited to losses incurred after the date of publication of notice of making of the
compulsory purchase order, save by ‘‘agreement’’ or ‘‘if the Tribunal determines that, having regard
to the special circumstances of the case, it would be unreasonable to refuse compensation’’. The Law
Commission thought that such special circumstances might include where a misleading impression
had been created by agents of the authority, or where there was a genuine misunderstanding of the
legal position which caused no detriment to the authority.

90. The Commission maintains the distinction between ‘‘relocation’’ and ‘‘total extinguishment’’
and recommends that a claimant should be able to claim on the relocation basis if it is reasonably
practical to relocate (wholly or partially), the business has relocated or intends to do so, and ‘‘it is not
shown to be unreasonable in all the circumstances for compensation to be paid on that basis’’. Thus
the Commission recommends a compensation code in which there would be a clear burden on the
acquiring authority to show that relocation was unreasonable.

91. The Law Commission report also recommends that a claimant should not be able to claim on
the total extinguishment basis unless inter alia he was able to show that (i) relocation was or is not
reasonably practical, and (ii) that it is reasonable in all the circumstances not to relocate.

92. The report also makes it clear that in deciding whether it is reasonable to relocate or totally
extinguish, the personal circumstances of the claimant (including age, illness, disability or financial
circumstances) will be relevant.

Conclusions

93. So where does all this leave acquiring authorities and claimants? For acquiring authorities it is
clear that a strategy which facilitates the timely and orderly relocation of existing businesses must
be central to their planning for efficient and cost effective compulsory purchase. Whilst this has
always been the case, the Optical Express approach to assessing loss of future profits may provide an
even stronger incentive for not totally extinguishing existing businesses. The burden on claimants
to act reasonably, however, provides authorities with their opportunity. Experience shows that
the Lands Tribunal will look hard at claimants who do not accept reasonable relocation and the
assessment of compensation on the basis of ‘hypothetical relocation’ where a business has actually,
albeit unreasonably, closed down could be financially unattractive to a claimant, to say the least.

94. For claimants, many of the same imperatives apply. Once a compulsory purchase order has been
confirmed it is important for a claimant to engage positively with the acquiring authority in order to
understand its timescales for possession and its proposals, if any, for relocation (whether within the
new scheme or elsewhere). Alternative premises should be actively sought and, if rejected, cogent
reasons recorded. Any blighting effect of the scheme also needs to be recorded in a form which
could later be produced in evidence. Above all else, the business must act reasonably.

95. It is the author’s view that identifying and managing the risks of business disturbance is important.
Hopefully this paper will have thrown a little light on the problem and, perhaps, provoked a little
debate.
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